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Localized S-inversion of time-domain electromagnetic data 

Michael S. Zhdanovq Dmitriy A. Pavlovq and Robert G. Ellis+ 

A BsmACT 

Interpretat ion of time-domain e lectro magnetic 
(IDEM) data over inhomogeneous geological struc 
tures is a challenging problem of geophysical explo
ra tion. The most wide ly used approach of interpr eting 
TDEM data is based on the smoot h I -D layered 
resistivity invers ion. We have developed an effective 
technique of fast IDEM invers ion based on thin-sheet 
conductance approximation that we call S-inversion. 
In this paper we extend the S-inversion techn ique, 
app roximatin g the conductivity cross-sec tion by adding 
a local inhomogeneous disk with an excess conductance 
!'J.S to the horizont al conductive thin sheet used in 
S-inversion. Localized S-inversion determines the 
distribut ion of this excess conductance as a function of 
a depth and a horizont al coordinate. This new method 
takes into account the limited horizontal extent of the 
inhomogeneities, localizing inversion. The num erical 
modeling results and inversion of practical TDEM data 
demonstrate that the meth od resolves local geological 
targets bett er than traditionall-D invers ion and original 
S-inversion. The method can be applied to interpret 
both gro und and airborne TO EM data sets. 

INTRODUCTION 

Time-domain electro magnet ic (TDE M) sounding is a pow
erful too l in mineral, geo thermal, and groundwater explo
ra tion. It is widely used in ground and airborne observa tions. 
Several methods are available for interpreting TDEM data 
(Zhd anov and Keller, 1994). The traditional approach of ap
proximating I-D TD EM sounding interpretations uses the 
concept of ap pare nt resistivity, based on a simple equivalent 
homogeneou s half-space model. Apparent resis tivity profiles 
provide a useful , quick analysis of TDEM data. Anoth er com
mon tool for TDEM dat a interpretati on is based on I-D lay

ered model inversion. Severa l commercial software packages 
are available for TDE M interpretat ion that produ ce stitched 
cross-sections of smooth 1-D resistivity inversions. 

Sidorov and Tikshaev (1969) , Liu and As ten (1993), Tartaras 
and Zh danov (1996), and Tartaras et al. (2000) have developed 
a method of invert ing T DEM data, based on a thin-sheet ap
proach. This meth od, which we call S-inversion, is based on an 
equivalent conductive thin sheet instead of the equivalent ho
mogeneous half-space model used in the appa rent resistivity 
definition. We can determ ine the apparent conductance Sa(t) 
as the conductance of a thin shee t located at a depth d within a 
free space which generates a theoretical EM res ponse equal to 
the observed IDEM response for some time moment t . This 
ap pare nt conducta nce can be treated as the total conductance 
of the sequences of layers within the depth ran ge of EM field 
penetr ation inside the earth for a given moment. 

The smooth I-D layered res istivity TDEM inversion and the 
original S-invers ion method are limited because both methods 
do not accou nt for the horizontal condu ctivity variations in 
geological structures. Localized S-inversion preserves the sim
plicity of S-invers ion and , at the same time, provid es a more 
adequate geoe lectrical image of geological cross-sections by 
allowing for lateral variations in conductivity. 

In this paper we mod ify the initial concept of the S-inversion. 
Our new approach is based on the following ideas. 

In the first stage of interpret at ion, we apply the S-invers ion 
thin-sheet approach to hor izontally smoothed data and de
termin e a cross-sec tion of the apparent conductance (con
ductance as a function of the depth d of the corresponding 
thin sheet) . We use this smoo thed cross-section to establish 
the background conductance distribut ion Sb(d), which corre
sponds to the poin ts outside the conductivity anomalies. 

In the seco nd stage of interpret ation , we introduce a new 
model of a thin conductive shee t with excess conductance 
!'J.S = constant within a circular domain CR with radiu s Rand 
center located beneath the transmitt er dipole. The total con
ductance S of this inhomogeneous thin shee t is re prese nted by 
the sum 

S = Sb + ",," S. 
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The radius R is determin ed according to the size of the cor
responding curr ent smoke rings genera ted by the tran smitt er 
at a depth d (Na bighian, 1979). The inversion now is reduced 
to determ ining the excess conductance tJ.Sfrom the observed 
IDEM data. Thu s, in the framework of this approach, we rep 
resent the actua l conducta nce cross-section as the superpo 
sition of the background conductance Sb and the anomalous 
conductance tJ.S. 

The main difference between this new approach and the 
original is that the background conductance may not equal 
zer o. In other words, the host rocks can be conductive. Anoth er 
advantage is that it is possible to find a quasi-analytical forward
modeling solution for this model which is fast enough for air
borne data interpr etation. Actually, in the framework of this 
approach, we can construct almost the same method as origi
nal S-inversion, with one very impor tant difference. The new 
method would take into account a limited horizontal extent of 
the inhomogeneities, making the inversion local. That is why 
we call this method a localized S-inversion. 

In the next sections we discuss the theory behind this ap
proach and present some num erical results. 

ELEClROMAGNETlC FIELD OVER A THIN CONDUCTING
 
SHEET WITH A LOCAL CONDUCTIVE ANOMALY
 

We first examine the behavior of a step-induced transient 
magnetic field excited by a vertical magnetic dipole for a 
med ium which consists of a single horizont al conductive sheet 
in an otherwise insulating full space. The thin shee t lies a t 
depth d and has uniform integral conductance Sb (Figure 1). 
We assume that an EM field is caused by a curre nt flowing in 
a loop of wire lying in the horizont al plane forming a vertical
axis magnetic dipole with a moment M at the surface of the 
ea rth. The waveform of the curre nt flowing in the coil, I , is 
a Heaviside function 1-l(I) (instanta neous change in level), 
or 1(1)= 101-l(1). The Car tesian coordinate system originates 
below the transmitt er at the depth of the thin shee t (z = 0), 
so the sour ce coordinates are (0 , 0, :sed) . We also assume the 
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FIG. 1. Conductive thin sheet. The vertical magnet ic dipole 
transmitt er with a moment M is located at the surface of the 
ea rth. 

magnet ic permeability of the med ium is equal to free space 
permea bility 0/0, 

The magnetic field at the surface of the ea rth (z = :sed) caused 
by a source excited with a Heaviside (step on ) waveform is 
(Zhda nov and Keller, 1994, p. 382) 

HSb(t )t = <M'H(I )!.
z t=:sd - 41/1 , 3
 

[,2s S}d+ _I}2] 
M 1/10Sb 

+41/1 5/2' (1)

[,2+ 4}d + 1/1:Sb f] 
where the first term represents the primary field , the second 
term describes the second ary field, and r is a horizontal distance 
from the source to the receiver. 

We can also write an expression for the time derivative of 
the magnetic field because this physical quantity is usually mea
sured with the induction coil receiver : 

aHzSb(t) 1 M
 

at r :Sd 1/11/1oS
 

}d+ .s:}[ ~9, 2 +24}d+ _I}2]
1/10Sb 1/10 Sb 

t > O.~ 7/2 

[,2+ 4} d + 1/1:Sb f] 
(2) 

Let us now assume that the thin conductive shee t has some 
excess conductance tJ.S=constant within the circular domain 
CR whose cente r is located just benea th the transmitter dipole 
in the or igin of the coordina te (Figure 2). The total magnetic 
field in this case can be represent ed as the normal field, calcu
lated above, and some anomalous field Hz· : 

Hz(x' , y', 1)lz=9 = ~b(X ', y', t)lz=:Sd 

+ H; (x' , y' , t)b:Sd, (3) 

where (x ' , y' , :sed) are the coordina tes of the observation point 
at the surface of the ea rth. The anomalous field can be de
scribed approximat ely as the field genera ted in free space by 
the excess curre nts 

J;,/x , y, t) = M Ex,y(x , y , t), (4) 

flowing within the inhomogeneous domain CR. In oth er words, 
we can use the Born approximation to calculate the anomalous 
magnet ic field. The Born approximation has bee n widely used 
in inverse schemes because it provides a linearized approach 
to the solution of inverse problems (Oristaglio, 1989; Habashy 
et aI., 1993). O ur approac h assumes there is negligibly small 
inte raction between the excess curre nts within the local inho
mogeneity and the homogeneous thin shee t. In this case we 
can use the Green's function for the free space. This means 
we can appro ximately estimate the ano malous field by the 
Biot-S avart law. 
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According to the Biot-S avart law, the verti cal component of 
the anomalous field at the point (x' , v: ~d) can be computed 
as 

H a (1)r - 2
z =Sd - 41/1 

fl 
(x:::: x')J; (x , y , 1):::: (y :::: y') J;(x , y, 1) 

:::: 11' dx dy. 
CR }(X :::: X')2 + (y :::: y')2 + d2}" 

(5) 

In the Appendix we dem onstrate that the electric-field compo
nents over a thin condu ctive shee t are defined by symmetrical 
equations: 

3M !x2 2 2}S5/2Ex(x , y, 1) = 21/1S/1/I f + Y + d1/l y , 
(6) 

Ey(x, y, 1) = :::: ;1/I~b d1/lr + y2 + d~r/2x , 
where 

21 
d1/l =d+ --. (7)

1/IO Sb 

Substituting equations (4) and (6) into equa tion (5), we find 

a _ 36SM d
 
Hz (1)k=Sd- 81/12Sb 1/1
 

t f'[ « X < x')x < (y :::: y')y 

:::: l CR }(X s x')2 + (y :::: y')2 + d2r:::: r2 + i + d~r/ 2 dx dy. (8) 
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FIo.2. A horizont al conductive thin sheet cons isting of a homo
geneo us background part with conductan ce Sband an inclusion 
form ed by a local conductive disc with excess conductance !:J. S. 
The vertical magnetic dipole transmitt er with a moment M is 
located at the surface of the earth at a point (0, 0, ~d). The re
ceiver R, is located at the observation point (x ' , s',~d ) at the 
surface of the eart h. The tran smitt er- receiver separation is r . 

We can also find the time derivative of the vertical magnetic
field component by differentiatin g formula (8) : 

36SM 
--oH~ (1) I - 2 

01 =sdO 41/12Sb 

s f'[ « x < x')x < (y :::: y')y 3/2 }}l:2+ i + d~r5 /2} 
l CR txs x')2 + (y s y')2 + d2j f 

f 5d2 

< 1 < '" dx dy. (9)-l -(x :::: x')2 + (y :::: y')2 +dJ 

Using the same approach, we can find fo rmulas for an air
born e EM array with different elevations for the transmitt er 
and rece iver. If the transmitter level is z = ~d ~ d, and the re
ceiver level is z = ~ d ~ d, (Figure 3), the magnetic field can be 
computed using the following expressions: 

a 1 _ 36SM J 
Hz ( l =SdSdr - 81/12Sb 1/1 

:::: (x s x')x :::: (y s y')y 

, L lCX ' x')' + (y" y')' + Cd+d,)'r:::: r+ y2+ J~r/ 2 dxdy (10) 

r t;(O,O,- d- dS ) 

,,-j 

ds r 
R . (x',y'.-dr ) 

ct:J 

Air ~ dr 
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FIo. 3. A hor izon tal conductive thin sheet consisting of a ho
mogeneou s background part with conductance Sb and an in
clusion form ed by a local conductive disc with excess conduc
tance !:J. S. The transmitter and receiver are at different eleva
tions. The vertical magnet ic dipole transmitter is located at the 
level d, above the ea rth's surface. The rece iver is located at 
the level d, above the ear th's surface. The transmitter-receiver 
separation is r. 
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and 

aHt(tl 3t..SM -- =--z 
at =~d~dr 41/rZSb 

< ~(x s xl)x ~ (y ~ y')y

-f c, l(X 9 ')' + (y 5 y')' + (d+d,)'t' 
Z 

~ [yz + i +a~ r/] 

5dz ]< 1 < t dxd , (11) 
- [ - (x ~ x1)Z + (y ~ y')Z+a~ y 

where 

2t 
at = d + d, + 1/rOSb 

and where d, and d, are the elevations of the source and re 
ceiver above the ea rth's surface , correspondingly (Figure 3) . 

It is well known that the Born approximation works reason
ably well only for relatively small conductivity contrasts and 
relatively small inhomogeneities. In our case we have a spe
cificmod el of a thin , conductive disk located within a thin , con
ductive shee t. The maximum distance between any two points 
belonging to the disk is equal to its diameter. In this situat ion 
one could expect that the accuracy of the Born approximation 
would deter iorate with increas ing diamet er of the conductive 
disk. 

We run a simple tes t to analyze the Born approximation 
erro rs. First, we compute the time derivati ve of the magnetic 
field , aH: (1)/ aI, using ap proximate formula (8) for the anoma
lous field genera ted by a hor izont al conductive disk with the 
anomalous conductance 6.S and the radiu s R1 = l Od. Second , 
we calculate the difference between the responses of two hori 
zonta l sheets with the uniform conductances of Sb + 6.S and Sb, 

aHf(t) _ aH;bH.S(t) < aHzSb(t) 
at - at - at ' 

using exact analytical solutions for a homogeneous thin 
sheet (2). The difference between these two soluti ons for every 
time moment is normalized by theoretical response aH,Sb (1)/ at 
from the horizontal shee t with uniform integral condu ctance S: 

aHt(t) aH: (t ) 
- - <--

e(t) = t -. " ---.-----ll. (12) :l ( - a t 
aH:b(t) 

Function , (, ) can be treated t,:opp ximat opp" bound '
of the relative Born approximation errors for thin , condu ctive 
disks with the radii <l Od because we know the accuracy of 
this approximat ion increases for the disks with the smaller di
ameters. Figure 4 presents the plots of 0 versus observa tion 
time for different ratios 6.S / Sb. Typically, 0(1) :::: O.l6.S/ Sb, and 
its maximum value at the late time does not exceed the ra tio 
6.S/ Sb. Thus, we conclude that the maximum relative errors of 
the Born approximation for the model of thin , conductive disk 
with the anomalous conducta nce 6.S within the homogeneous 
hor izont al conductive S-sheet are less than 6.S/ Sb. In practical 

implementation of the localized S-inversion, we usually con
sider relatively small excess conductance in compa rison with 
the background conductance. Thus, we can conclude that the 
approach based on the Born approximation is a reaso nab le 
model for fast inverse imaging of IDEM data. 

PRINCIPLES OF LOCALIZED S·INVERSION 

The localized S-inversion meth od consists of two interp re
ta tion steps. 

In the first step we determ ine the observed anomalous 
magnetic-field derivat ive aH;O(I) /al and the background con
ductance distribution Sb(d ) of the geoe lectrical cross-section. 
To solve this problem, we calculate the background magnet ic
field derivative aH;(t) /at by filtering aH,O(t )/a t to smooth lat 
eral variations at all point s of measurement a long a profile for 
each time moment of the observa tions.We also note that the ba
sic interpretation model of the localized S-invers ion is formed 
by a local conductive disk. Within the framework of this model, 
the anomalous magnetic field derivat ive aH:O(t) / at must be a 
local function itself, i.e., it must go to zero at the ends of the ob
ser vation profile. That is why the lateral filtering also subtrac ts 
the linear trend from the obse rved data. 

This proce dure consists of four steps. First, the obse rved field 
derivati ve BH,O(t)/at is differentiated twice with respect to x : 

I (x ) = ~[aH~(t ) ] axz -a-t . 

The hor izontal differentiat ion eliminates any linear trend in 
the observed data. Second, the function f(x) is convolved with 
a Ha nning filter, h(x) =0.5:::: 0.5 cos (21/fx / X), where X is the 
width of the filter , to give 

p(x ) = I(x) ~h (x ). 

The convolutio n results in the smoo thing of the second hori
zonta l derivati ve. The width of the Hanning filter determin es 
both the exte nt and amount of lat eral smoothing along the 
profile, which makes the Hann ing filter application convenient 
for our problem. Third , the second horizontal derivat ive g(x) 
of the observed anomalous field is computed as the difference 
between f (x ) and its convolution with the Hanning filter : 

g(x) = I (x ) ~ p(x ). 
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FI G. 4. Plots of an approximate upper bound of the relative 
Born approximation erro rs 0 versus observation time for dif
ferent ratios 6.S / Sb' 
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Finally,we double integra te the field g(x) to reconstruct an ob
served anomalous field CJH:O(I) /CJI from its second derivative: 

aHi: (t) = I} Ig(x) dX} dx + Ct X + co· 

The integration constan ts Cl and Co are selected from the con
dition that the anomalous field is required to eq ual zero at the 
ends of the profile. 

All of these procedures separate the observed magnetic
field derivative CJH~(t) /CJ I into a background field CJH;(I) /CJI 
and an anomalous part CJ H:O( I)/CJI : 

aHl(t) = aH;( t) + a H~O(t). (13) 
at at at 

The background field is slowlychanging along the x -axis part of 
the observed magnet ic-field derivative. The background field 
determin ed for all observe d time moments is used to find 
the background conductance distribution Sb(d) by the original 
S-inversion technique (Tarta ras et aI., 2000). 

The background conducta nce distribution can also be ob
tained by smoo thing the conductance S(d) generated by 
S-inversion of the total observed data. However , we still need 
to find the background magnetic-field deri vative to calculate 
the observed anomalous field , according to formula (13). This 
requir es additional forward modeling calculations,which could 
be extre mely time consuming. Tha t is why we directly apply 
smoothing to the obse rved data in our localized S-inversion 
scheme to generate the background magnetic-field derivatives. 

In the second stage of interpretation , we intro duce the lo
calized S-inversion model, which includes a thin , condu ctive 
sheet with excess conductance I'!>.S = constant within the circu
lar domain CR whose cente r is located benea th the transmitter 
dipole. Therefore, the total conductance S of this inhomoge
neous thin shee t is rep resented by a sum S =Sb+ I'!>.S. For the 
selected time window of the IDEM sounding, we assume that 
the depth of the equivalent inhomogeneous thin shee t is equal 
to the depth of the thin shee t determined in the ho mogeneo us 
S-invers ion. The conductance of the homogeneous part of the 
inhomogeneo us thin shee t is taken equa l to the corresponding 
background conductance a t this depth Sb(d). 

The radiu s R of the local inhomogeneity is determined 
according to the size of the corres ponding smoke ring at d. 
Nabighian (1979) demonstrates that the transient response 
from the magnetic dipole over a conductive half-space can 
be repr esented approximately by a system of circular linear 
curre nts, resemblin g a system of smoke rings blown by the 
transmitt er loop, which move downward with the velocity V = 
2/ J1[i1li1liOi. TIle radius of the rings increases with time as 
R = 4J(4~1fr)I /1fr#o . Using these formulas, one can obtain 
the connection between the radius of the ring and its depth : 

R = z"/4 :::; 1/!, (14) 

where z= f Vdl =4..;T!i1ii[i1fiO. 
This result shows that function R(z) does not depend on 

conductivity of the med ia. We use formula (14) to determin e 
the radius of the local anomalous domain within the conductive 
thin shee t. 

The localized S-inversion is reduced to determining the ex
cess conductance I'!>.S from the observed TDEM data. For 
the selected time window on the IDEM so unding curve, 

we determ ine the obse rved anomalous field CJH:O( I)/CJ I, using 
the technique described above . To find the excess conductance 
generating the theoretical anomalous field , CJH:(I)/CJI , which 
better approxi mates the obse rved anomalous field , CJ H:O(I)/ CJ I, 
we fit the anomalous da ta observed a t adjace nt time channels, 
using the theoretical da ta computed by equation (9) . Since we 
invert for one paramet er , I'!>. S, we can use data just from one 
time channel for each inversion. However , to make the solution 
more sta ble in the presence of noise, we select several adjace nt 
time channels (usuallyfour or five) that form a sliding time win
dow (I ~ I'!>.1/ 2, 1 + I'!>. 1/ 2), where I'!>.I is the width of the window 
(Figure 5). Every fixed position of the sliding window center 1 

corresponds to the specific depth zof the EM-field penetrati on 
in the earth and to the specific depth d of the conductive thin 
shee t determined by S-inversion (Tartaras et aI., 2000). When 
we move the sliding time window to later times, the dep th ofthe 
corr esponding thin shee t d monotonically increases. For every 
position of the sliding time window, we numerically solve the 
inverse problem for the anomalous field CJH:O(I) /CJ I and find 
the excess conductance of the cor responding thin shee t, I'!>.S(d). 

We use the ada ptive regularized conjugate-gradient method 
to solve the inverse problem (Zhda nov and Keller , 1994). It is 
based on minimizing the parametric functional, P"': 

p t(",-S) = 1/FC"'-S) + l/Js("'-S) = min , (15) 

which is a linear combination of the misfit functional1fr( I'!>.S) , 

aHaO(t) aHa(t) j2 1/FC "'-S) = - '-- < _ ,_ (16) 
at - at ' 

and a sta bilizing functio al s(I'!>.S)l
2s("'-S) = II ss :::; "'- Sap, 11 • (17) 

In Equations (15) and (16) 1fr is the regularization parame
te r, I'!>. Sapr is the a priori model, and II . . . II denotes the least
squares norm. Functional (17) is selected to be equal to the 
conventional minimum norm stab ilizer if there is no prior in
formation available (Z hda nov and Keller , 1994): 

s("'-S) = II"'-S II 2• 

10-' ,r--~-~------r-----~-----...., 
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FIG. 5. Sliding time windows. 
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We use the conjugate gradient method to minimize the pa ra 
metri c functional (Zhda nov, 1993). The iteration process is au
tomatically terminated when the normalized misfit reaches the 
desired value. 

The Frechet derivat ive matr ix, required for conjugate gra 
dient algorithm, is composed of par tial deriva tives of the data 
with respect to the model parameters.Thus, the Frechet mat rix 
is an Nd ::::N« matri x, where Nd is the numb er of data points 
used and Nm is the number of model parameters. Therefore, 
in our case the Frechet matri x is a 5:::: 1 matr ix, since we have 
only one parameter , anomalous conductance !'>S, and usually 
use five data points. 

A n impor tant problem is calculating the approp riate value 
of the regular ization parameter 1/1. We use an ada ptive reg
ularizat ion , which is based on scaling down 1/1 afte r several 
subseq uent iterations (Zhdanov, 1993). If the misfit value in
creases, the value of 1/1 decreases and the iteration step is 
repeat ed . 

An other critical question in implementing the regularized 
inversion meth od is selecting the starting model. In the case of 
localized S-inversion, a natural choice for the star ting value of 
!'>S is zero. 

As a result of the localized S-inversion, we plot the cross
section of the anomalous conductance !'> S versus depth d . 
Some num erical results are presented in the next section. 

NUME RICAL RESULTS 

We developed a computer program to implement localized 
S-inversion and tested it on numerous synthetic data sets. The 
synthetic data (d B, /dt values) were generated by the 3-D EM 
modeling code SYSEM, which is based on the integral equa 
t ions method (Xiong,1992).The tran smitter was approximated 
by a vertical magnetic dipole located 100 m above the ea rth's 
surface. The receiver was a vertical magnetic dipole located 
130 m from the transmitter center and 50 m above the ground 
(Figure 6).The computed synthetic data were con taminated by 
10% random noise. 

Transmitter 

130 m 
~<- - - - - - - - - - 

I
 
I
 
I
 

-.,l 7 ' .....- --Iv 

150m 
I
 
I
 

I 
100 m 

Receiver 

Earth Surface 

FIG. 6. Configuration of the airborne EM survey. 

The localized S-inversion was applied to the data set at ev
ery rece iver location. 'The resulting apparent conductance and 
apparent conductivity values were linearly interpol ated and 
then plotted as conductance and conductivity pseudosections. 

Figure 7 shows one geoe lectrical 3-D model used in this 
study. It consists of a thick 200:::: 400 :::: 100-m body with a resis
tivity of 1 ohm-m located 100 m below the surface in a homoge
neous half-space with a resistivity of 100 ohm-m. The observa
tions were simulated for the slingram mode, with the receiver 
and transmitter moving along the profile passing above the cen
ter of the 3-D structure. The measuremen ts were taken every 
25 m. Figure 8a shows the result of the conventional smoo th 
1-0 conductivity inversion, generated by Airstem code (E llis, 
1998a,b). The horizontal extent of the conductive body is exag
gerated in this image. The apparent conductance and apparent 
conductivity cross-sections obtained by trad itional S-inversion 
are presented in Figures 8b,c. As shown in Figure 8b, the po
sition of the top of the body is well resolved , but the rest of 
the underlying body is not resolved, as usually happens with 
conductance images.The conductivity image in the third panel 
from the top is distort ed by the noise. One can see onlyan unfo
cused mosaic patt ern in the place of the actual body. Figure 8d 
shows the anomalous conductance distribution obtained as a 
result of the localized S-inversion. The thick conductive body 
is clearly observed. The image shows the correc t position of the 
central part of the conductive body and the correct hor izon
tal extension of the body. This result illustrates the stability of 
the localized S-invers ion with respect to the noise in the data. 
Unfor tunately, the conventional S-inversion lacks this sta bility. 

Model 2 is shown in Figure 9. It consists of two 200 :::: 400 :::: 
lOG-mconductive bodies with a resistivity of 1ohm-m embed
ded in a homogeneous earth with a resistivity of 100 ohm-m. 
The first body lies at a depth of 130 m and the second lies 
at a depth of 100 m from the surface. The distance between 
them is 300 m. The observations were simulated for the slin
gram mode, with the receiver and transmitter moving along 
the profile passing above the center of the 3-D structure. The 
measurements were taken every 25 m. Figure lOa presents the 
results of the conventional smoo th 1-0 inversion. Once again, 
the hor izont al exte nt of the conductive body is slightly exag
gerated. Actually, we can see a conductive belt in place of two 
conductive bod ies. Figures 10b,c present the results of conven
tional S-inversion (conductance depth and conductiv ity de pth 
cross-sections) obtained from the noisy data. The two conduc
tive bodies are not resolved in these images beca use of the very 

Earth surface 

I 
P =100Ohm-m I 

: 100 m 

100 mp e l Ohm-rn 

400m 

200m
 

FIG.7. Three-dimensional geoelectrical model l.
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high noise in the simulated data . This result can be explained; signal waveform. The curre nt technology of airborne obse rva
calculating the conductivity cross-section by differenti ating the tions includes recording the signal waveform wet) by measurin g 
conductance cross-section is a very unstable procedure and is the normalized primary magnet ic-field component at the high 
sensitive to data noise. The localized S-inversion for anoma  elevation of the plane when the surro unding medium can be 
lous conductance is much more stable with respect to the no ise treated as a free space with 
in the data, as shown in Figure 10. Figure 10d shows that the 
anomalous conductance outli nes the locations of both targets wet) = a ff i(t) (18) 
well. at 

In summary, the localized S-inversion is much more sta ble The corresponding observed field can be represe nted , in this 
with respect to data noise than the conventional thin -sheet case, as the convolution between this prim ary field and some 
approach to inverti ng for conductivity. At the same time, the 
localized S-inversion resolves the local geoelectrical targets 
better than original S-inversio n. The traditional 1-0 inversion Earth surtace 

does a good job; however , it produ ces horizontally extended l' :,oo m 
images. 

EFfECT OFTHE SIGNAL WAVEFORM	 d:/i·~ '-- ---Iz:.[;2 ' oo . 
O~ THE LOCALIZED S·INVE RSION 

The synth etic data for numerical test ing considered in the 200m 
400m P =100 Onm-mprevious section were simulated by using a simple step wave


for m for the source. However , the localized S-inversion can
 
be app lied for processing dat a collected using any transmitter F IG. 9. Three-dim ensiona l geoe lectrical mode l 2.
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time characteristic g(l) of the medium:	 obtained above [formulas (1), (9), and (11)] and the waveform 
corresponding to the data acquisition system: 

oHobS(t') loT oW(t) 
_z __ = g(t~ t ,)-- dtZ-

OH w1heor(t) 1 loToH H(t < t' ) at 0 at _z _. _ _ = Z - wet) dt . (22) 
t =:':do 0 at 

= loTget s t' )w(t)dt . (19) 
The numerical ata simulated for a given waveform are used 

in inversio n for conductance and depth of the equivalent thin In the case of a step curre nt in the transmitter , the norm alized 
shee t and for determin ing the excess conductance of the local primary field behaves as a delta function: 
anomaly within the shee t. In this way we avoid a complicated 
process of converting the observed field into a response for oHf (t) = ¥(t) . (20) some specific transmitter waveform , which could increase the at 
noise level in the data. 

So the theoreticalobse rved field for the step signal in the trans
mitter can be treated as the time characteristic of the thin-sheet 

R EAL DATA A PPLlCATIOl'"model: 

oHH(t') t' We have applied the new localized S-inversion technique to a ----t- = io get ~ t') ¥(t) dt = g et ~ t' ). (21) real data set provided by BHP Minerals. The TOEM data were 
collected using the Geotem system in the Bull Cree k prospect 

The simplest and most efficient approach to localized located in North-West Queensland , Australia (Ha rt and Lane, 
S-inversion is based on genera ting the theoretical fields for an 2001). The main exploration target in the Bull Cree k prospect 
infinitely long horizontal thin shee t and the local conductance is the magnetite-pyrrhotit e minera lization zone of Prot ero zoic 
anomaly as the convolution between the theoretical solutions age buried bene ath a 30-50-m-thick cond uctive overburden . 
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This mineralizat ion zone is highly conductive; however, the 
presence of the conductive cover ma kes it difficult to locate by 
air borne EM observa tions. 

The data set consists of one profile of airborne d B,( t) / dt field 
measured in 127 points with an interval of approximately 15 m. 
The length of the profile is about 2 km.There are 20 time chan
nels, with 16 of them in the off-time interval. Figure 11 shows 
the profiles of the observe d data , d B,(t)/d t, for the differen t 
time channels. 

The signa l waveform in the transmitter w(t ) was pro vided 
with the data . According to formula (22), we used the convo
lution between the theoret ical pred icted data and the func
tion w(t) to acco unt for the tran smitt er wavefor m in the 
inversion calculation. We used data only from the off-time 
channels. 

Figure 12 present s the results of the inversion of the Bull 
Cree k prospect airborne data. The flight elevation is shown by 
the blue dashed line in all four panels. Figure 12a present s 
the results of the conven tiona l smoo th I -D inversion. We 
can clearly see a good conductor in this profile which corre
sponds to the known mineral ization zone. Figure 12b shows 
a cross-sectio n of the total conducta nce obtained by the orig
inal S-inversion. Figure 12c rep resent s a conductivity cross 
section obta ined by the or iginal S-inversion. We can see some 
conductive structures in the middle part of the profile in this 
image, but they are not clearly reso lved. The result of the lo
calized S-inversion (Figure 12d) pro duces a clearer image of 
the conductive targets in the anomalous con ductance cross
section. We can distinguish a conductive zone in the middle 
part of the profile, which is associa ted with the known min
era lization zone. Note that the image of the conductive zone 
present ed in the bottom panel has much smaller hor izontal 
exten t than the correspon ding image in the cross-section, ob
tained by I -D invers ion (to p panel). Th is result corresponds 
well to the known geological characteristic of the mineraliza
tion zone (H art and Lane, 2001). In parti cular , we show by 
the pink line the position of the borehole, which intersected 
a mineralizat ion zone of valuable magnetite-pyrrh otite-pyrite 
conte nt. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

We have developed the basic prin ciples and theory of the 
localized S-inversion meth od. The meth od is based on an ap
proximation of the conductivity cross-section by means of a 
horizont al conductive thin shee t consisting of a homogen eous 
backgro und part and an inclusion formed by a local conductive 
disk with e xcess conductan ce /';.S. The localized S-inversion 
determines the dist ribution of this excess conductance as a 
function of the depth and a horizontal coordinate. The new 
meth od acco unts for the limited horizontal extent of the inho
mogeneities, localizing the inversion. The numerical model and 
the case history for an airborne TDEM dat a set show that the 
method better reso lves the local mining geoe lectrical tar gets 
than traditional l -D inversion or original S-invers ion. At the 
same time, S-inversion serves as the required first step of the 
localized S-inversion. 

Further deve lopment of the localized S-inve rsion will re
quire solving severa l problem s. First , it is impo rtant to present 
the results of the localized S-inversion in the form of conduc
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FIG. 11. The profiles of the airborne data dB,(t)/dt for differ
ent time channels collected at the Bull Creek prospect. Sixteen 
off-time channels are shown. 

tivity cross-sec tions, similar to 1-D or original S-inversion. Un
fortunately, it is difficult to solve this probl em by simply dif
ferenti atin g the conductance versus dep th curves, as we could 
see with the examples present ed in this paper. Second, the ac
curacy of the localized S-inversion can be impro ved by using 
a more accura te calculation of the conductive disk response 
than the Born approxi mation. Thi rd , one can consider a more 
complicated model of the local conductive anoma ly than a 
conductive disk model. All of these mod ifications could im
pro ve the practical efficiency of the localized S-invers ion for 
interpr et ing IDEM data over 3-D inhomogeneous geoelec
trical structures while preserving the basic simplicity of this 
meth od . 
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APPENDIX 

ELECffilC FIELD OVER A THIN CONDU CTIVE SHEET 

The components of an electric field at the surface of the where A(I , no) can be calculated using the residue theorem 
conductive shee t (z = 0), caused by a source excited with a 
Heaviside waveform , are 

1 t " 1 
Ex,y(t)l z=o = 21f! 1:'0 00 41f!2 

< /1 00 
e I _ e:'Oi(kxx+kyy)dk dk _ x,y z-o x Y 

:'0 00 

s }1f!1j.(u.» ~ L}eg wt dco; (A-i) 

where ex1,=0and ey1,=0are the spatial spectra of the horizon
tal components of the electric field from the dipole source 
driven at a single harmonic frequ ency on the surface of the 
sheet (z = 0).Theycan be found from the following expressions 
(Zhdanov and Keller, 1994): 

ex lz=o = ikx1f! , (A-2) 

eylz=o = ~ iky1f! , (A-3) 

where 
<iw1f!oe:'Onod 

(A- 4) 1f! = 1f!(kx , ky,u.» = M 2~0 ~ iw1f!OSb 

and where no= Jk; +k; and d is an elevation of the source 
above the thin sheet. 

Therefore we can write 
a a 

ExCx , y, t ) = ~ -\lI(x, y, t ) , Ey(x, y, t) = -\lI (x , y, t ) , 
ay ax 

(A -5) 

where 

M 1f!oe:'Onod100 /100 
\lI(x , y, t ) = - 3 

81f! :'000 :'0 00 2no ~ iW1f!OSb 
~ e:'Oi (kxX+kyy)dk, dk; e:'O iwt dco . 

Interchanging the order of integration by spatial and time 
frequencies, we can write 

\lI(x y t ) = A(t no)e:'Oi(kxx+kYY)dk dk !!"'/'roo 
" 41/!2 J<oo ' x y' 

- (A-6) 

(Zhdanov and Keller, 1994, p. 381): 
001f!oe:'Onod 1 e:'Oi wt 

A( t , no) = - -- dco 
21f! :'000 2no s iu.>1f!OSb 

= ~ e :'0 2no(~+~). (A-7) 
Sb 

Substituting equation (A-7) back into equation (A-6) and using 
the tabulated integral 

2.. / 'roo ~ e :'Onolzle:'Oi(kxx+kyy) dk; dk ; = 1 , 
21f! 1:'0 00 no Jx2 + y2 + Z2 

we obtain 
<2n ( d + t )

M 1f!OSb a / .roo e- 0 L: TrJSb 
\lI (x , y ,t)= ~4 1f!2Sb-2-at 1:'000 no 

< e:'Oi(kxx+kyy)dk dk = < M1f!o 
- x y - 81f!2 

a 21f!r l 
~ at Jx 2 + y2+ }d + 1f!~ ~J 2j' 

(A-8) 

After calculating the time derivative we can write 

M } 2 2+ dy2}<3/2 
21f!Sb

\lI(x , y , t) = --dy x + y - , (A-9) 

where the time-domain elevation d" is 
2t 

dy =d+ --. (A-lO)
1f!OSb 

Now we finallydeterm ine the electric-field components bysub
stituting equation (A-9) into equation (A-5): 

t) a \lI(x ,y , t) 3M dy Y2 2 /Ex(x ,y, =~- =-- + y +dy2r 
S 2y, 

ay 21f!Sb 

A-ll) 

a 3M } 2 2 2fS12Ey (x, y , t ) = -\lI(x ,y, t) =~--dy X +y +dy x. 
ax 21f!Sb 


